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Abstract

We consider the problem of online scheduling on a single machine in order to minimize weighted

�ow time. �e existing algorithms for this problem (STOC ’01, SODA ’03, FOCS ’18) all require exact

knowledge of the processing time of each job. �is assumption is crucial, as even a slight perturbation

of the processing time would lead to polynomial competitive ratio. However, this assumption very

rarely holds in real-life scenarios.

In this paper, we present the �rst algorithm for weighted �ow time which do not require exact

knowledge of the processing times of jobs. Speci�cally, we introduce the Scheduling with Predicted

Processing Time (sppt) problem, where the algorithm is given a prediction for the processing time of

each job, instead of its real processing time. For the case of a constant factor distortion between the pre-

dictions and the real processing time, our algorithms match all the best known competitiveness bounds

for weighted �ow time – namelyO(logP ), O(logD) andO(logW ), where P,D,W are the maximum

ratios of processing times, densities, and weights, respectively. For larger errors, the competitiveness

of our algorithms degrades gracefully.
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1 Introduction

�e �eld of online scheduling focuses on e�cient processing of jobs by machines, where the jobs are

not known in advance but are released over time. An algorithm in this se�ing must assign each job to a

machine, which must then process the job for some speci�c amount of time (called the processing time of
the job).

In a classic se�ing for online scheduling, the algorithm is given a single machine, and aims to minimize

the total �ow time: the sum over jobs of the time that the job was pending in the algorithm (i.e. the

di�erence between its completion time and its release time). In this se�ing, we usually allow preemption of
a currently-processed job, which is pausing its processing until some future time, in which the processing

will resume from the state in which it was paused. A classic result by Smith from 1956 [20] shows that this

problem can be solved optimally using the SRPT (shortest remaining processing time) schedule.

A natural generalization of the total �ow time metric is total weighted �ow time, in which each job also

has a weight. �e goal is therefore to minimize the weighted sum of �ow times, where the weight of a job

is the weight of its �ow time in the goal function. While natural, this problem has proved much harder

than minimizing unweighted �ow time: the best known algorithms [3, 1] have competitive ratios with

logarithmic dependence on various parameters of the input; such parameters include the ratio P of the

largest to smallest processing time in the input, the ratio W of the largest to smallest job weight in the

input, and the ratioD of the largest to smallest density in the input (where the density of a job is the ratio

of its weight to its processing time). As shown by Bansal and Chan [2], a dependence on these parameters

is necessary (without added leniency such as speed augmentation).

However, these algorithms for both weighted and unweighted �ow time make the assumption that the

processing time of a job becomes known to the algorithm upon the release of the job. �is assumption

almost never holds in real-world scenarios, as nearly all computer programs of some complexity have

varying running times. In the case of weighted �ow-time, this assumption is ubiquitous – it is crucial to

all known algorithms of sub-polynomial competitiveness [8, 3, 1], as replacing the real processing time

with the predicted processing time in those algorithms would yield polynomial competitive ratios (e.g.

Ω(P )) even for a slight misprediction by a factor of 1 + ε (compare this to the original polylogarithmic

competitiveness of those algorithms).

Predicted Processing Time and Robustness. While knowing the exact processing time is infeasible

in a real-world scenario, one could hold a prediction for the processing time of a job, of varying accuracy.

Such predictions might be obtained from machine-learning algorithms, simple heuristics, or any other

source. A good algorithm in this se�ing would be able to perform well given only the prediction, rather

than the actual procesing time, upon the release of a job.

�e fact that the known guarantees for scheduling problems apply only for algorithms that know the

processing time completely creates a gap between theory and practice. In this paper, we address this gap.

Namely, we introduce the model of scheduling with predicted processing time (sppt), in which upon the

release of a job, we are provided with a prediction of the job’s processing time. An instance of the problem

is characterized by a distortion parameter, which is the maximum ratio over jobs of the job’s real processing

time and its predicted processing time.

In this paper, we present competitive algorithms which are µ-robust; that is, they maintain their compet-

itive ratio guarantees for all inputs with distortion parameter at most µ. �e competitive ratios have a

polynomial dependency on µ (contrast with previously-known algorithms, where the competitive ratio

immediately degrades to e.g. Ω(P ) even when µ = 1+ ε for a small ε). We assume that a value for the sin-

gle parameter µ that bounds the distortion of the input can be learned, in order to apply the correct robust
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algorithm; the case in which this assumption does not hold seems surprisingly tricky, and is discussed in

Section 5.

At this point, one might ask whether the de�nition of the distortion parameter as themaximum distortion

is indeed the correct measure for the error of the prediction; for example, could guarantees in some average

of errors, e.g. geometric, be given? However, our choice of maximum distortion is not overly-conservative,

but rather prescribed by the nature of the �ow-time metric – speci�cally, due to its sensitivity to bad local

competitive ratio. Consider for example, a scheduling instance which initially releases jobs with very

erroneous, which would cause the algorithm to perform badly at some point in time. �e adversary could

then maintain this bad perform by releasing a stream of very short jobs; this well-known “bombardment”

techniquewould guarantee a bad (global) competitive ratio for the algorithm. However, the processing time

of these short “bombardment” jobs could be predicted with full accuracy, yielding a geometric average of

errors which is arbitrarily close to 1 as the “bombardment” continues; this would also be the case for every

other reasonable average.

1.1 Our Results

�e sppt Problem. We present algorithms for sppt for minimizing weighted �ow time. An algorithm,

coupledwith some competitiveness guarantee, is calledµ-robust if its competitiveness guarantee is achieved

for any instance with distortion parameter at most µ (and not only for inputs where the prediction matches

the real processing time).

Without loss of generality, we assume one-sided error: that is, that the real processing time of each job is at

least the predicted processing time, and at most µ times the predicted processing time. �is one-sided error

can be trivially obtained from a two-sided error with distortion parameter µ′ by dividing each prediction

by the distortion parameter µ′; the new distortion parameter µ of the new one-sided-error instance would

be at most (µ′)2.

Recall that P,D,W are the ratios of maximum to minimum processing time, density and weight, respec-

tively. For any µ, our results are:

1. A µ-robust algorithm for sppt with weighted �ow time, which is simultaneously O(µ3 log(µP ))-
competitive and O(µ3 log(µD))-competitive.

2. A µ-robust algorithm for sppt with weighted �ow time, which is O(µ2 logW )-competitive.

In the process of designing the O(µ2 logW )-competitive algorithm, we also design a µ-robust algorithm
for sppt with unweighted �ow time, which is 2

⌈
µ2
⌉
-competitive. Note that, somewhat surprisingly, even

for µ arbitrarily close to 1, there exists a lower bound of 2 on the competitiveness of any deterministic

µ-robust algorithm, which we show in Appendix C.

For the weighted se�ing, and for a constant µ, our algorithms match the best known results in terms of all

three parameters: the O(logW )-competitive algorithm of Bansal and Dhamdhere [3], and the O(logP )
and O(logD) competitive algorithms in [1]. Even for distortion signi�cantly larger than constant, e.g.

µ = Θ(logP ), our algorithms still obtain polylogarithmic competitiveness.

A special case of sppt is the problem of semiclairvoyant scheduling [7, 6]. In this problem, instead of

ge�ing the processing time pq of a job q, we are given its class, which is `q =
⌊
logρ pq

⌋
for some constant

ρ > 1. Applying our algorithms for sppt we obtain the �rst semiclairvoyant algorithms for weighted �ow

time, which match the best known guarantees for the clairvoyant se�ing. As a side result, we also obtain

an improvement to the best known result for unweighted �ow time. �e exact statement of our results for

the semiclairvoyant se�ing are given in Appendix D.
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Paper Structure. �e µ-robust algorithm with logarithmic dependency on either P or D is presented

in Section 3. �e µ-robust algorithm with logarithmic dependency onW is shown in Section 4. Section 4

comprises two subsections: Subsection 4.1 presents a µ-robust algorithm for the unweighted se�ing, while

Subsection 4.2 uses the algorithm of Subsection 4.1 to construct the algorithm for the weighted se�ing.

Appendix C shows a lower bound of 2-competitiveness for µ-robust algorithms in the unweighted se�ing,

even for vanishingly small distortion. Appendix D discusses the application of the algorithms for sppt to

the semiclairvoyant se�ing.

1.2 Our Techniques

In developing robust algorithms for sppt, we have used orthogonal methods and analyses for the algorithm

for P and D and the algorithm for W . Curiously, it seems that the techniques of each single algorithm

could not be applied to obtain the results of the other algorithm.

�e O(µ3 log(µP ))-competitive algorithm for sppt, which is also O(µ3 log(µD))-competitive, is a

simply-stated and novel algorithm. �e �avor of its analysis is somewhat reminiscent of the O(log2 P )-
competitive algorithm of Chekuri et al. [8] (though, of course, our analysis shows an improved competi-

tiveness, as our guarantee is O(logP ) when µ is constant).

�e algorithm begins by rounding the weights of jobs up to powers of Θ(µ); this is the only place in the

algorithm where µ is used. In weighted �ow time, an algorithm must choose whether to prioritize high-

weight jobs or cost-e�ective jobs (high density). �e algorithm contends with this issue in the following

way: it chooses the maximum weight w of a living job, and then chooses a job from the highest density

class such that this class contains at leastw weight. Inside this density class, the algorithm always chooses

the highest weight job.

In the analysis of this algorithm, we show that the maximum weight in the algorithm never exceeds the

total weight in the optimal solution. As for the lower weight classes which the algorithm does use, a
volume-based analysis shows that the total weight in those classes is bounded.

�e O(µ2 logW )-competitive algorithm for spptwith weighted �ow time is completely di�erent in

both methods and analysis from the previous algorithm, instead using the analysis framework introduced

by Bansal and Dhamdhere [3].

�e algorithm is constructed in two steps. First, we introduce a µ-robust algorithm for minimizing un-
weighted �ow time. �is algorithm uses two bins to maintain pending jobs, a full bin and a partial bin,
which contain roughly the same number of jobs. Only jobs in the partial bin are processed by the algo-

rithm, so that the jobs in the full bin retain their original processing time. �us, the full bin provides a

“counterweight” of full jobs to the partial bin; the intuition for this is that the algorithm wants to limit

the fraction of partially-processed jobs at any point in time. Indeed, naive processing without a�empting

to limit the number of partially-processed jobs would result in unbounded competitive ratio, as observed

in [6]. �e competitiveness proof of this algorithm bears similarities to the proof framework of Bansal

and Dhamdhere [3], also found in [1]. However, both of those papers use SRPT as a crucial component

in their algorithms and analyses, which is infeasible in sppt. �us, our algorithms are designed to bypass

this requirement.

When designing the priority of jobs in the full bin, we need to overcome the fact the algorithm does not

know the remaining processing times of jobs (prohibiting strategies such as SRPT). Instead, the algorithm

identi�es and eliminates violations, which are pairs of jobs provably not ordered according to SRPT; this

occurs when their predicted processing times di�er by more than µ. �e algorithm solves violations using

a rotation operation, which identi�es all violations involving a job and rotates their priorities. �e result-

ing priority sequence, which contains no violations, is “quasi-SRPT” – that is, the upper bound for the
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processing time of a low-priority job is always higher than the lower bound for the processing time of a

high-priority job.

Interestingly, the priority among the jobs in the partial bin is LIFO, which is perhaps counterintuitive.

While we are not sure that LIFO is the only option for achieving competitiveness, our proof crucially

requires this feature.

We use the robust algorithm for unweighted �ow time as a component in the O(µ2 logW )-competitive

algorithm for sppt with weighted �ow time. �is algorithm is composed of multiple full-partial bin pairs,

one for each of the logW weight classes. Each bin pair behaves as an instance of the unweighted algorithm,

and the algorithm chooses the heaviest bin pair to process at any given time (more speci�cally, the bin

pair with the heaviest partial bin is processed). �e proof framework used for the unweighted algorithm

is now utilized, as it naturally supports multiple bin pairs.

One could hope that any µ-robust algorithm for the unweighted se�ing could be extended (at a loss

of O(logW )) to the weighted se�ing through binning. However, this is not known to be the case for

weighted �ow time – the binning technique is not black-box, and previous algorithms using binning

([3, 1]) demanded speci�c properties from the algorithm used in each bin. �e main focus in designing

the unweighted component of our algorithm is for it to “play nice” with the binning technique; this fact

requires a delicate assignment of job priorities.

1.3 Related Work

�e�rst algorithmwith polylogarithmic guarantee for minimizing weighted �ow time on a single machine

was presented by Chekuri et al. [8], which was O(log2 P )-competitive. Bansal and Dhamdhere [3] gave

an O(logW )-competitive algorithm. Bansal and Chan [2] then showed that any deterministic algorithm

for the problem must be Ω
(

min
{√

logW
log logW ,

√
log logP

log log logP

})
-competitive, showing that dependence on at

least one parameter is necessary. In [1],O(logP )-competitive andO(logD)-competitive algorithms were

given, where D is the maximum ratio of densities of jobs (where density is processing time over weight).

For more than a single machine, the problem is essentially intractable – Chekuri et al. [8] show a lower

bound of Ω
(

min
{√

P ,
√
W, (n/m)

1
4

})
. With (1 + ε) speed augmentation, this problem is signi�cantly

easier [11, 3, 21].

�e �eld of combining online algorithms with machine-learned predictions has seen signi�cant interest in

the last few years, with some works involving predictions in scheduling. For example, Purohit et al. [19]
studied minimizing job completion time with predicted processing time. Other forms of prediction are

also used; for example, La�anzi et al. [12] studied the case of restricted assignment to multiple machines

to minimize makespan, and used an algorithm-speci�c prediction (machine weights). Scheduling with

predictions has also been studied in the queueing theory se�ing [16, 15]. Additional work on algorithms

with predictions can be found in [13, 14, 17]

�e case in which no prediction is given (and thus the algorithm knows nothing about the processing time

of jobs) is called the nonclairvoyant model, and was studied in [18, 5, 4, 10, 9]. For minimizing unweighted

�ow time on a single machine, an O(log n)-competitive randomized algorithm is given in [5], where n is

the number of jobs. �is matches the lower bound of Ω(log n) for randomized algorithms in [18]. Note

that randomization is needed, and deterministic algorithms cannot get a sub-polynomial guarantee [18].

We are not aware of any nonclairvoyant results for minimizing weighted �ow time.

Beche�i et al. [6] presented a 13-competitive algorithm for the semiclairvoyant model, with the goal of

minimizing unweighted �ow time. �e semiclairvoyant se�ing was also considered by Bender et al. [7]
for minimizing stretch (where the stretch of a job is the ratio of its �ow time to its length)
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2 Preliminaries

We �rst formalize the scheduling problem we consider in this paper. �en, we formalize the sppt model,

and the prediction given to the algorithm.

�e Scheduling Problem. In the scheduling problem we consider, jobs arrive over time. Each job has

its own processing time, which is the time it must be processed by the machine in order to be completed.

�e algorithm may choose at any point in time which job to process, and is allowed preemption.

An input consists of a set of jobs Q. Each job q ∈ Q has the following properties:

1. A processing time pq > 0.

2. A weight wq > 0.

3. A release time rq .

�e goal of the algorithm ALG is to minimize the weighted �ow time FALG :=
∑

q∈Qwq ·
(
cALG
q − rq

)
where cALG

q is the time in which request q is completed in the algorithm. An equivalent de�nition, which is

the dominant one in this paper, is FALG =
∫∞
0

(∑
q∈QALG(t)wq

)
dt where QALG(t) is the set of pending

jobs in the algorithm at time t.

�e sppt Model. In the sppt model, the previous scheduling problem has the following modi�cation.

When a job q arrives, the algorithm does not become aware of pq . Instead, it is given p̃q , the predicted

processing time of the job.

An algorithm for sppt, coupled with a competitiveness guarantee, is called µ-robust if it maintains its

competitiveness guarantee for inputs in which p̃q ≤ pq < µp̃q for every job q in the input.

Notation. We denote by yq(t) the remaining processing time of q at t – that is, pq minus the amount of

time already spent processing q until time t. �is amount is also called the volume of q at t.
For a set of jobs Q′, we de�ne:

• w(Q′) :=
∑

q∈Q′ wq .

• p(Q′) :=
∑

q∈Q′ pq .

• y(Q′, t) :=
∑

q∈Q′ yq(t).

For any time t:

• We de�ne Q(t) to be the set of pending jobs at t in the algorithm.

• We de�ne δ(t) := |Q(t)| to be the number of pending jobs at t in the algorithm.

• We de�ne V (t) := y(Q(t), t) to be the total volume of pending jobs at t in the algorithm.

• We de�neW (t) := w(Q(t)) to be the total weight of pending jobs at t in the algorithm.

Fixing the optimal solution OPT for the given input, we refer to the a�ributes of OPT using the super-

script * (e.g. y∗q (t), Q
∗(t), δ∗(t), V ∗(t),W ∗(t)).

3 Weighted Flow Time – Ratio of Processing Times

In this section, we present a µ-robust algorithm which is O(µ3 log(µP ))-competitive.

�e main result of this section is the following theorem.
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�eorem 3.1. For every µ, there exists a µ-robust algorithm for the sppt problem that is O(µ3 log(µP ))-
competitive.

3.1 �e Algorithm

We start by rounding the weights of jobs up to powers of λ = Θ(µ); speci�cally, we choose λ = 16µ+ 6.
From now on, when referring to the weights of jobs, we refer to those rounded weights.

De�nition 3.2 (weights and ID). �roughout this section we use the following de�nitions:

• We de�ne wc(q) := logλ(wq) to be the weight class of a request q (which is an integer, due to the

rounding of weights).

• We de�ne ui := λi for every integer i.

• We de�ne idc(q) :=
⌊
log2

(
p̃q
wq

)⌋
to be the estimated inverse density class of a job q, abbreviated

as ei-density class (the amount
p̃q
wq

is called the ei-density of q).

De�nition 3.3 (predicated jobs). For every two predicates p1, p2 we de�ne

Qp1,p2(t) = {q ∈ Q(t)|p1(wc(q)) and p2(idc(q))}

Similarly, we de�neWp1,p2(t) = w(Qp1,p2(t)) and Vp1,p2(t) = y(Qp1,p2(t), t).

For example, Q≤i,=j(t) is the set of all living jobs q at t such that wc(q) ≤ i and idc(q) = j. We use >
to denote the predicate that always evaluates to true; it is used when we would like to take jobs of every

ei-density/weight.

We say that a job is partial in the algorithm if it has been processed for any amount of time; otherwise,

the job is full.

Description of the Algorithm. �e algorithm we describe prefers high weight jobs and high density

jobs, and a�empts to balance these two considerations. �is is done by processing some job of the maxi-

mum possible density, i.e. minimum ei-density, subject to the total weight of jobs from that ei-density class

exceeding the weight of the heaviest living job. A�er choosing the correct ei-density class in this manner,

the algorithm must choose a job from that ei-density class; it chooses from the heaviest weight class in

which there is a living job. Once the correct ei-density and weight classes have been chosen, the algorithm

prefers partial jobs, thus maintaining the fact that there is at most one partial job of each ei-density-weight

combination.

�e formal description of the algorithm appears in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Scheduling with Predictions – Weighted

1 Event Function Process() // at any point in time t
2 Let i be the largest weight class in which a job is alive.

3 Let j be the minimal ei-density class such thatW>,=j(t) ≥ ui.
4 Let i′ be the maximum weight class in which a job is alive in Q>,=j(t).

5 Process a job from Q=i′,=j(t) (preferring a partial job if exists).
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�is �gure shows a possible state of the algorithm, visualized as a table ofweight classes and inverse density

classes. Each job appears as a point inside the appropriate entry in the table. �e algorithm chooses the

maximum weight class of a living job – one such maximum weight job is shown in orange. �e algorithm

then chooses the minimum ei-density class (i.e. maximum density) in which the total weight of jobs is at

least the weight of that orange job – that chosen ei-density class is colored green. Finally, the algorithm

chooses a maximum weight job inside the green ei-density class for processing, and this job is shown in

red.

Figure 1: �e State and Operation of Algorithm 1

3.2 Analysis

Consider an instance in which the distortion parameter is at most µ. Observe that the ratio between the

maximum predicted processing time and the minimum predicted processing time is at most µP .

Fixing any weight ui, observe that a job of weight ui can only belong to ei-density classes in a limited

range, which contains at most dlog(µP )e + 1 classes. We henceforth de�ne Λ := dlog(µP )e + 1, the
maximum number of ei-density classes to which jobs of a speci�c weight can belong.

�e main lemma used to prove �eorem 3.1 is the following, which states that the algorithm is locally

competitive.

Lemma 3.4. At any point in time t, it holds thatW (t) ≤ O(Λµ2) ·W ∗(t).

�e main focus henceforth would be on proving Lemma 3.4.

De�nition 3.5 (analogue of De�nition 3.3 for OPT). For every two predicates p1, p2 we de�ne

Q∗p1,p2(t) = {q ∈ Q∗(t)|p1(wc(q)) and p2(idc(q))}

We de�neW ∗p1,p2(t) = w(Q∗p1,p2(t)) and V ∗p1,p2(t) = y∗(Q∗p1,p2(t), t).
In addition, we use ∆ to denote to volume di�erence between the algorithm and the optimal solution;

for example, ∆V≤i,=j(t) = V≤i,=j(t)− V ∗≤i,=j(t).

De�nition 3.6 (important weight classes). We de�ne the following:

1. We de�ne cwc(t) to be the weight class of the job processed by the algorithm at time t.

2. We de�ne clw(t) to be the largest weight class of a living job in the algorithm at t.
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3. We de�ne i∗(t) to be the minimum weight class such that ui∗(t) >
4µ
λ ·W

∗(t).

�e following observation is immediate from the above de�nition.

Observation 3.7. �ere is no job of weight class more than i∗(t) alive in OPT at time t.

Henceforth, �x a point in time t for proving Lemma 3.4. For brevity, we also write i∗ instead of i∗(t).

�e following lemma allows converting weight to volume, and its proof appears in Appendix A.

Lemma 3.8. Let i be a weight class, and let j1, j2 be two ei-density classes such that j1 ≤ j2. �en

j2∑
j=j1

W≤i,=j(t) ≤ min{2(j2 − j1 + 1), 4Λ} · ui + 2µW ∗(t) + 2

j2∑
j=j1

max

{
0,

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j

}
De�nition 3.9. De�ne tj to be the last time prior to t in which the algorithm processed a job of weight

class at most i∗ and ei-density class strictly more than j.

Proposition 3.10 shows that the algorithm has low maximum weight at tj for every j, and bounds di�er-

ences in volume between the algorithm and the optimal solution (which enables use of Lemma 3.8). �e

proof of Proposition 3.10 is given in Appendix A.

Proposition 3.10. Let j be an ei-density class, then it holds that:

1. clw(tj) ≤ i∗

2. ∆V≤i∗,≤j(t) ≤ µ · 2j+2uclw(tj)

Proof of Lemma 3.4. First, we claim that clw(t) ≤ i∗. Assume otherwise, and observe the last time

t′ in which the algorithm processed a job of weight at most i∗. It must be that clw(t′) > i∗; this is
since the optimal solution has no jobs of weight class more than i∗ alive at t, and since the algorithm

works only on such jobs from t′ onwards. However, t′ is also equal to tj for some j, which contradicts

Proposition 3.10. �us, it must be that clw(t) ≤ i∗.
Let jmin be the minimum ei-density class in which a job of weight class at most i∗ can exist, and let jmax

be the maximum possible ei-density class. It holds that

W (t) =

jmax∑
j=jmin

W≤i∗,=j(t)

≤ 4Λui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) +

jmax∑
j=jmin

2 max

{
0,

∆V≤i∗,≤j(t)

2j

}

≤ 4Λui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) +

jmax∑
j=jmin

8µ · uclw(tj)

where the equality is due to clw(t) ≤ i∗, the �rst inequality is due to Lemma 3.8 and the second inequal-

ity follows from Proposition 3.10. Now, consider that for every ei-density class j, at tj we processed a

job q of ei-density class h where h > j, such that wc(q) ≤ clw(tj). �ere also existed at tj a job q′

such that wc(q′) = clw(tj); denote its ei-density class h′ := idc(q′). It holds that h′ ≥ h, otherwise q′

would have been chosen for processing at tj instead of q. �us, it must be the case that an ei-density

class larger than j is one of the Λ ei-density classes to which clw(tj) can belong.

From the preceding argument, i∗ = clw(tj) can hold for at most Λ values of j; i∗ − 1 = clw(tj) can
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hold for at most Λ additional values of j; and so on. It thus holds that:

8µ

jmax∑
j=jmin

uclw(tj) ≤ 8µΛ

∞∑
k=0

ui∗−k ≤ 16µΛui∗

�erefore, we have

W (t) ≤ Λ(16µ+ 4)ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) (1)

Observe that ui∗ ≤ 4µW ∗(t) – this stems from the de�nition of i∗. Plugging into Equation (1), we get

that

W (t) ≤ O(Λµ2)W ∗(t)

Proof of �eorem 3.1. Plugging the de�nition of Λ into Lemma 3.4, we have that

W (t) ≤ O(µ2 log(µP ))W ∗(t)

Recall that this is a�er the rounding of the weights to powers of λ = Θ(µ); taking this rounding into

account, the algorithm is O(µ3 log(µP ))-competitive.

3.3 Ratio of Densities

Recall that the density of a job q is
wq

pq
. We show that the dependence on P in the competitiveness of

Algorithm 1 (as stated in �eorem 3.1) can be replaced with a dependence on the parameter D, which

is the maximum ratio of the densities of two jobs in the input. Concretely, we show that the following

theorem holds.

�eorem 3.11. Algorithm 1 is a µ-robust, O(µ3 log(µD))-competitive algorithm for the sppt problem.

�e proof of �eorem 3.11 appears in Appendix E, and is almost immediate from the previous proof of

�eorem 3.1.

4 Weighted Flow Time – Ratio of Weights

In this section, we present the O(µ2 logW )-competitive µ-robust algorithm for sppt with weighted �ow

time. We do so in two steps: �rst, we introduce µ-robust algorithm for the unweighted se�ing, which

is 2
⌈
µ2
⌉
-competitive. �en, we show that instances of this unweighted algorithm can be combined and

applied to the weighted se�ing, at an additional loss of an O(logW ) factor in competitiveness.

4.1 �e Algorithm for Unweighted Flow Time in the Prediction Model

In this subsection, we present an algorithm in the prediction model for the unweighted se�ing – that is,

where wq = 1 for all q ∈ Q.

4.1.1 �e Algorithm

�e algorithm holds each pending job in one of two bins, a “full” bin F and a “partial” bin P . �e algorithm

a�empts to divide the total weight of the pending jobs equally between the two bins. �e algorithm refers

to the pending jobs in F by QF and the pending jobs in P by QP . For ease of notation, we also de�ne

δF = |QF | and δP = |QP |.
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�e course a job undergoes in the algorithm consists of being initially assigned to bin F , then moving

to bin P , and �nally being processed in bin P until its eventual completion. �e algorithm maintains a

bijective priority mapping πF : QF → {1, 2, · · · , δF } from the living jobsQF to the natural integers from

1 to δF . �is mapping determines the priority of the jobs of F . �at is, whenever moving a job from F to

P is required, the algorithm moves the highest priority job (q such that πF (q) = δF ).

�e algorithm also maintains (implicitly) a priority mapping πP : QP → {1, 2, · · · , δP }, such that the

highest priority job is chosen to be processed. �is priority mapping is simply LIFO according to the time

in which the job moved from F to P .

De�nition 4.1 (violation). Observe two jobs q1, q2 ∈ QF in the algorithm. We say that the ordered pair

(q1, q2) is a violation if πF (q1) > πF (q2) and µ · p̃q2 ≤ p̃q1 . Informally, the algorithm assigns priority to

q1 over q2 even though it knows that the processing time of q2 (which is strictly smaller than µ · p̃q2 ) is
strictly smaller than that of q1.

Algorithm’s Description and Intuition. �e algorithm maintains two properties regarding the pri-

orities in the bin F . �e �rst property is that there exist no violations. When this holds, the priority is

“quasi-SRPT”; that is, if a job has a higher priority than another job, then the lower bound on the process-
ing time of the �rst job is no more than the upper bound on the processing time of the second job (noting

that in F the remaining processing time is equal to the initial processing time). �is “quasi-SRPT” property

is used in Proposition B.8. �e second property is that for every natural k, the total processing time of the

k lowest priority jobs never decreases upon the release of a new job, which is used in Proposition B.6.

�e way in which the algorithm maintains both of those traits for the bin F can be seen in the function

UponJobRelease(q), which is called upon the release of a new job q. �e algorithm �rst gives the newly-

released job the maximum priority in F , which does not a�ect the second property, but could possibly

break the �rst property by causing violations. In order to �x these violations, the algorithm performs a

rotation of the new job q and all violations. �at is, numbering the jobs in violation with q as q1, · · · , qm
by order of decreasing priority, the rotation simultaneously sets the new priority of q to be the old priority
of qm, the new priority of qm to be the old priority of qm−1, and so on (the new priority of q1 is the old

priority of q, i.e. the maximum priority). In Algorithm 2, this rotation operation is described as simply

composing the mapping πF with the cyclic permutation σ = (πF (qm), πF (qm−1), · · · , πF (q1), πF (q)),
where σ maps from the natural numbers [δF ] to [δF ], and is wri�en in cycle notation. In the analysis, we

show that this rotation is su�cient to solve any violations that occur in the insertion.

Visualization in Figures. Visualizations of the state of Algorithm 2 are given throughout the paper (e.g.

in Figure 2). In these visualizations, each job is visualized as a rectangle, where the height of the rectangle

is the weight of the job (which is currently 1, since we’re considering the unweighted se�ing). �e area of

the rectangle is the remaining volume of the job. Consider the transformation of the rectangle as a job is

processed: its weight (height) remains the same but its volume (area) decreases. Hence, the width of the

rectangle decreases as the job is processed.

A bin (either F or P ) is visualized as a “stack” of the jobs in that bin. �ose jobs are stacked according to

their priority in the bin (the highest priority job is at the top of the stack). At any point in time, the highest

priority job in P is processed – this is the job at the top of the visualization of P .

�ese visualizations are for the sake of understanding the algorithm and its proof, and are not used in

the algorithm itself. �e algorithm is not aware of the details of the visualization, and in particular is not

aware of the volume of the jobs (i.e. the area of the rectangles).

�e algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. Figures 2 and 3 visualize Algorithm 2.

�e competitiveness guarantee of Algorithm 2 is given in �eorem 4.2, the proof of which is given in

10



Algorithm 2: Scheduling with Predictions – Unweighted

1 Event Function UponJobRelease(q) // upon the release of a job q at time t
2 Set QF ← QF ∪ {q}, and set πF (q)← δF .

// rotate the priorities of jobs to �x violations
3 if there exists q′ ∈ QF \{q} such that (q, q′) is a violation then
4 let Q′ = {q′ ∈ QF \{q}|(q, q′) is a violation}.
5 denotingm = |Q′|, let q1, · · · , qm be an enumeration of Q′ such that

πF (q) > πF (q1) > · · · > πF (qm).
6 let σ be the cyclic permutation (πF (qm), πF (qm−1), · · · , πF (q1), πF (q)).
7 set πF ← σ ◦ πF

8 Event Function UponHeavyF() // upon δF > δP
9 let q ∈ QF be such that πF (q) = δF .

10 move q from F to P , and set πP (q) = δP .

11 Event Function Process() // at any point in time t
12 let q ∈ QP be such that πP (q) = δP .
13 process q.

Appendix B.1.

�eorem 4.2. Algorithm 2 is a µ-robust, 2
⌈
µ2
⌉
-competitive algorithm for the unweighted sppt problem.

4.2 �e O(µ2 logW )-competitive Algorithm for Weighted Flow Time

Having described the unweighted algorithm in the previous subsections, we present the O(µ2 logW )-
competitive algorithm for the weighted se�ing.

4.3 �e Algorithm

We assume that the weights of incoming jobs are of an integer power of 2; the algorithm can enforce this

by rounding weights, incurring a factor of at most 2 to its competitive ratio.

For each i ∈ Z, the algorithmmaintains a superbinAi (only nonempty superbins aremaintained explicitly).

�e superbin is constructed as in Subsection 4.1. �at is, Ai contains two bins F i and P i (containing the

pending jobs QF i and QP i , respectively), and maintains the priority bijections π
F i and πP i on the jobs of

F i and P i, respectively. As in the weighted case, the algorithm refers to |QF i | and |QP i | by δF i and δP i ,

respectively.

�e algorithm sends released jobs of weight 2i (for any i ∈ Z) to the superbin Ai. �e insertion to the

superbin Ai is according to UponJobRelease in Algorithm 2. �at is, the released job q is �rst inserted to

F i, the algorithm sets π
F i(q)← δF i , and then possibly performs a rotation to solve violations. For every

superbin index i, the algorithm also maintains that w(QF i) ≤ w(QP i), by moving jobs from F i to P i as
in Subsection 4.1, performed by calling UponHeavyF as de�ned in Algorithm 2.

As for processing, the algorithm chooses for processing the superbin Ai with the heaviest partial bin P i.
When a superbinAi is chosen for processing, algorithmmakes a call to Process as de�ned in Algorithm 2,

which chooses the job q ∈ QP i such that π
P i(q) is maximal.

�e algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. A possible state of Algorithm 3 is visualized in Figure 4.
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(a) �e state of Algorithm 2 (b) UponHeavyF is called since δF >
δP .

(c) Request q receives highest priority,

causing violations with q1, q2, q3.

Figure 2a shows a possible state of the algorithm at some point in time. In the �gure, the bin F contains

3 pending jobs, and the bin P contains 4 pending jobs. In this �gure, the job being processed is the job of

priority 4 in P .
Figures 2b and 2c show the operation of UponHeavyF. At the state of Figure 2b, δF > δP and so

UponHeavyF is called. �e top priority job q in F is then moved to P , where it also has top priority

(Figure 2c).

Figure 2: �e State of Bins and UponHeavyF in Algorithm 2

�e competitiveness guarantee of Algorithm 3 is given in �eorem 4.3, the proof of which appears in

Appendix B.2.

�eorem 4.3. Algorithm 3 is a µ-robust, O
(
µ2 logW

)
-competitive algorithm for the sppt problem.

5 Discussion and Open Problems

�is paper presents algorithms for sppt for minimizing weighted �ow time which have a polynomial

dependency on the distortion µ of the given predictions, such that when this distortion is constant the

best known competitiveness bounds are matched (namely, O(logP ), O(logD) and O(logW )). �ese are

the �rst algorithms to maintain any nontrivial competitiveness when given inaccurate processing times

in the weighted �ow time se�ing.

However, in the model which we consider, each such µ-robust algorithm is tailored to a speci�c value of

µ. One could desire an algorithm which works for any µ, while maintaining a competitive ratio which is

a function of this µ. In many other problems, going from the �rst model to the second model can be very

easily done through a doubling procedure on the parameter µ; however, applying such a doubling scheme

to this scheduling problem does not seem immediate, and we leave its development to future work.

�e dependencies of our algorithms on the maximum distortion are O(µ2) and Õ(µ3). Improving the

dependence on µ in the competitiveness is also an interesting problem; we conjecture that a linear depen-

dence on µ is the optimal one.

Another problem is determining the exact competitive ratio for µ-robust algorithm as µ approaches 1 (i.e.

small distortion). �is problem is most salient for unweighted �ow time, in which we’ve shown a lower

bound of 2-competitiveness, and our upper bound result only yields 4-competitiveness.
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(a) Request q is released, and sent

to bin F
(b) Request q receives highest priority, causing
violations with q1, q2, q3.

(c) A rotation occurs, solving the

violations.

Figure 3: UponJobRelease in Algorithm 2

Figure 4: A Possible State of Algorithm 3
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Algorithm 3: Scheduling with Predictions – O(logW )-Competitive

1 Event Function UponJobRelease(q) // upon the release of a job q at time t
2 let i be such that wq = 2i.
3 call Ai.UponJobRelease(q)

4 Event Function Process() // at any point in time t
5 let i = arg maxi′ w(P i

′
).

6 call Ai.Process().

7 Event Function UponHeavyF(i) // upon w(F i) > w(P i) for some index i
8 call Ai.UponHeavyF()
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A Additional proofs from Section 3

Proof of Lemma 3.8. Observe that
∑j2

j=j1
W≤i,=j(t) =

∑j2
j=j1

W
p

≤i,=j(t)+
∑j2

j=j1
W f

≤i,=j(t), where the
superscripts p and f refer to partial and full jobs, respectively.

�e algorithm maintains that in every weight class + ei-density class combination, there exists at

most one partial job of those classes. �us, for every ei-density class j, a geometric sum yields that

W
p

≤i,=j(t) ≤ 2wj , where wj is the maximum weight of a partial job in Q≤i,=j(t). Since w
j ≤ ui, we

thus have thatW
p

≤i,=j(t) ≤ 2ui, and thus
∑j2

j=j1
W

p

≤i,=j(t) ≤ 2(j2−j1+1)ui. In addition, each weight
class can exist in at most Λ di�erent ei-density classes, which yields

j2∑
j=j1

W
p

≤i,=j(t) ≤
j2∑
j=j1

2wj ≤ 2uiΛ + 2ui−1Λ + · · · ≤ 4uiΛ

Combining, we have

∑j2
j=j1

W
p

≤i,=j(t) ≤ min{2(j2 − j1 + 1), 4Λ} · ui.
It remains to bound the weight of the full jobs, namely

∑j2
j=j1

W f

≤i,=j(t).

j2∑
j=j1

W f

≤i,=j(t) ≤
j2∑
j=j1

V≤i,=j(t)

2j

≤
j2∑
j=j1

∆V≤i,=j(t) + V ∗≤i,=j(t)

2j

≤ 2µ

j2∑
j=j1

W ∗≤i,=j(t) +

j2∑
j=j1

∆V≤i,≤j(t)−∆V≤i,≤j−1(t)

2j

≤ 2µ

j2∑
j=j1

W ∗≤i,=j(t) +
∆V≤i,≤j2(t)

2j2
+

j2−1∑
j=j1

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j+1
−

∆V≤i,≤j1−1(t)

2j1

≤ 2µ

j2∑
j=j1

W ∗≤i,=j(t) +
∆V≤i,≤j2(t)

2j2
+

j2−1∑
j=j1

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j+1
+ µW ∗≤i,≤j1−1(t)

≤ 2µ

j2∑
j=j1

W ∗≤i,=j(t) +

j2∑
j=j1

max

{
0,

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j

}
+ µW ∗≤i,≤j1−1(t)

≤ 2µW ∗≤i,≤j2(t) +

j2∑
j=j1

max

{
0,

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j

}

≤ 2µW ∗(t) +

j2∑
j=j1

max

{
0,

∆V≤i,≤j(t)

2j

}

where the �rst inequality is due to the fact that a full job q of ei-density class j has at least wq · 2j
remaining volume, the second and ��h inequalities are due to the fact that every job q of ei-density

class at most j in the optimal solution has at most 2j+1µwq volume.

Proof of Proposition 3.10. First, we show that for every j, the �rst claim implies the second claim. �en,

we prove the �rst claim by induction on the ei-density classes, in decreasing order. Combining these

two proofs, the proposition holds.
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�e �rst claim implies the second claim. Assume that clw(tj) ≤ i∗ for some j. Since the optimal

solution has no jobs of weight more than ui∗ alive at time t, and since the algorithm did have any such

jobs alive at tj , it must be that the algorithm worked on such jobs during [tj , t) at least as much as

the optimal solution. In addition, the algorithm did not work on any jobs of weight at most ui∗ and
ei-density class more than j during this interval. �us, it holds that

∆V≤i∗,≤j(t) ≤ ∆V≤i∗,≤j(tj) ≤ V≤i∗,≤j(tj)

�us, it’s enough to bound V≤i∗,≤j(tj). Observe that since the algorithm chose to process a job of ei-

density class more than j, the total weight in each ei-density class j′ ≤ j is at most clw(tj). �us, the

total volume at tj in ei-density class j′ is at most µ · 2j′+1uclw(tj). Summing over all j′ ≤ j yields a

geometric sum, which is at most 2j+2uclw(tj), showing that the �rst claim indeed implies the second

claim.

�e�rst claimholds. Weprove the �rst claim of the proposition by induction on the ei-density classes,

in decreasing order. For the base case of the largest ei-density class jmax, we have tjmax = 0 and thus

the claim holds.

Now, let j be any ei-density class and suppose that the claim holds for all ei-density classes j + 1 and

above. Assume for contradiction that clw(tj) > i∗. Let q be the job chosen for processing at tj , and
de�ne h := idc(q). From the de�nition of tj , we know that wc(q) ≤ i∗ and that h > j.
Since the algorithm always processes the maximum-weight job in the chosen ei-density class, we know

that

W≤wc(q),=h(tj) = W>,=h(tj) ≥ uclw(tj)

where the inequality is due to the choice of the algorithm.

Now, since during [tj , t) the algorithm did not process any jobs of weight class at most i∗ and ei-density
class more than j, it must be that

W≤i∗,=h(t) ≥W≤i∗,=h(tj) = W≤wc(q),=h(t) ≥ uclw(tj) − ui∗

where the minus term is due to the fact that the algorithm could have completed q exactly at tj .
Now, using Lemma 3.8, we have

W≤i∗,=h(t) ≤ 2 · ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) + 2 max

{
0,

∆V≤i∗,≤h(t)

2h

}
≤ 2 · ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) + 8µuclw(th)

≤ 2 · ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) + 8µui∗

= (8µ+ 2)ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t)

where the second inequality uses the induction hypothesis that the �rst claim holds for h, combined

with the previous proof that the �rst claim implies the second claim. �e third inequality also uses the

induction hypothesis.

Combining, we have 2µW ∗(t) ≥ uclw(tj) − (8µ + 3)ui∗ ≥ ui∗+1 − (8µ + 3)ui∗ = λ
2 · ui∗ . �us, we

get that W ∗(t) ≥ λ
4µ · ui∗ , in contradiction to the de�nition of i∗. �is proves the �rst claim of the

proposition.
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B Additional proofs from Section 4

B.1 Proof of �eorem 4.2

In the following analysis, we prove �eorem 4.2.

De�nition B.1. For every time t, we de�ne QF (t) and QP (t) to be the values of the variables QF and

QP at time t. We also de�neQ(t) to be the set of jobs pending in the algorithm at time t, where it holds
that Q(t) = QF (t) ∪QP (t).
In addition, we use δ(t), δF (t), δP (t) to denote the cardinalities of Q(t), QF (t), QP (t) respectively.
We also use πtF and πtP to denote the values of πF and πP at time t, respectively.

De�nition B.2. For every time t and job q ∈ QF (t), de�ne X(q, t) = {q′ ∈ QF (t)|πF (q′) ≤ πF (q)}.
For ease of notation, we denote w(X(q, t)) by β(q, t). We also similarly de�ne X(q, t) and β(q, t) for
q ∈ QP (t) according to πP .

De�nition B.3 (volume of job covered by bar). For any x ∈ R+ ∪ {0} and time t, and for any job

q ∈ Q(t), we de�ne

γq(x, t) =

{
yq(t) x ≥ β(q, t)

0 otherwise

called the volume of q covered by x at t.

De�nition B.4 (volume covered by bar). We de�ne:

1. �e covered volume of x at t, which is B(x, t) =
∑

q∈Q(t) γq(x, t).

2. BF (x, t) =
∑

q∈QF (t) γq(x, t).

3. BP (x, t) =
∑

q∈QP (t) γq(x, t).

Observe that B(x, t) = BF (x, t) +BP (x, t)

In the following analysis we consider various properties of the functions of our algorithm. When consid-

ering a function call at time t, we use t− to denote the time immediately before the function call, and use

t to denote the time immediately a�er the function call.

Proposition B.5. Let t be any time in which UponHeavyF is called. �en for every x ∈ R+ ∪ {0} we
have that

B(x, t) = B
(
x, t−

)
Proof. Let q be the job moved from F to P . It holds that πt

−
F (q) = δF (t−) and that πtP (q) = δP (t).

�us, we have that for every job q′ ∈ Q(t)\{q} it holds that β(q′, t) = β(q′, t−), and thus an identical

amount of the volume of q′ is covered by x at t− and at t.
As for the volume of q, it holds that β(q, t−) = δF (t−). Now observe that δF (t−) = δP (t−) + 1, since
UponHeavyF was called (it cannot be that δF (t−) > δP (t−) + 1, since an earlier call to UponHeavyF

would �x this imbalance). �us, a�er moving q we have that δP (t) = δF (t−). We therefore have that

β(q, t) = δP (t) = δF (t−) = β(q, t−)

Overall, we have that β(q′, t−) = β(q′, t) for every q′ ∈ Q(t), and thusB(x, t) = B(x, t−), as required.
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�is �gure shows the state of the algorithm at some time t, and visualizes the volume covered by a bar

x ∈ R+ ∪ {0} at t. Here, for each job q we have that γq(x, t) is the orange-colored area of the job (which

is either 0 or yq(t)). �us, the total covered volume B(x, t) is the total orange-colored area in the �gure.

Figure 5: Volume Covered by Bar

Proposition B.6. Consider a call to UponJobRelease(q) at time t. For every x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, it holds that

B(x, t) ≥ B
(
x, t−

)
Proof. We denote by t0 the “time” immediately a�er adding q to πF – that is, the state of the algorithm

before Line 3 in UponJobRelease(q).
Claim 1: B(x, t0) ≥ B(x, t−). Since πt0F (q) = δF (t0), we have that πt0F (q) > πt0F (q′) for every

q′ ∈ QF (t−). For every such q′ we thus have β(q′, t0) = β(q′, t−), and therefore B(x, t0) ≥ B(x, t−).
Claim 2: B(x, t) ≥ B(x, t0). If no violations exist at t0, and thus no rotation is performed, then

the claim holds. Otherwise, the cyclic permutation (πF (qm), πF (qm−1), · · · , πF (q1), πF (q)) is applied,
where the jobs q1, · · · , qm are the jobs involved in violations with q at t0, such that πt0F (qi) > πt0F (qi−1)
for every i > 0.
We write q0 = q, and observe the set of jobs Q′ = {q0, q1, · · · qm} involved in the cyclic permutation.

Since the only change is in priorities between t and t0 is in Q
′
, it remains to observe the change in the

volume of Q′ covered by x. If πt0F (q′) > x for every q′ ∈ Q′, the volume of Q′ covered by x does not

change. �e same holds if πt0F (q′) ≤ x for every q′ ∈ Q′.
It remains to observe the case in which x covers some ofQ′ but not all. In this case, let i be the smallest

index such that πt0F (qi) ≤ x, such that i > 0. A�er applying the cyclic permutation, we have that the

volume covered by x has decreased by pqi (since π
t
F (qi) = πt0F (qi−1)), but has increased by pq0 (since

πtF (q0) = πt0F (qm)). Now, recall that q0 = q, and that (q, qi) was a violation at t0. �is implies that

pqi < µp̃qi ≤ p̃q ≤ pq

proving the second claim.

Combining the two claims, we have that

B(x, t) ≥ B
(
x, t−

)
as required.
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Proposition B.7. Outside of function calls, there are no violations in the algorithm.

Proof. Observe that the only changes to F occur in calls to UponJobRelease and UponHeavyF. We

show that if there is no violation before such a function call, then there would be no violation a�er the

function call.

In the case of UponHeavyF, this trivially holds, since removing a job from F cannot cause a new viola-

tion. It remains to consider UponJobRelease.

Suppose that UponJobRelease(q) is called at time t. As in the proof of Proposition B.6, we denote by t0
the time immediately a�er the insertion of the job q into F , and before the possible rotation of Line 3.

By the induction hypothesis, and through the fact that πt0F (q) = δF (t0), the only violations at t0 are of
the form (q, q′) for some q′ ∈ QF (t0)\{q}. If there are no such violations then no rotation occurs, and

thus the state at time t contains no violations, completing the proof.

Otherwise, denoting q0 = q, the set Q′ = {q0, q1, · · · , qm} is rotated. For ease of notation, we write
Q′′ = QF (t0)\Q′. Consider the possible violations at time t, a�er this rotation.

1. violations of the form (q′′1 , q
′′
2) for some q′′1 , q′′2 ∈ Q′′. Such violations cannot occur in t, since

they did not exist in t0, and since πtF (q′′) = πt0F (q′′) for every q′′ ∈ Q′′.

2. violations between qi and q′′ for some index 0 < i ≤ m and some job q′′ ∈ Q′′. Consider
that there was no violation between qi and q

′′
at time t0. Since πtF (q′′) = πt0F (q′′), and since

πtF (qi) ≥ πt0F (qi), it must be that the violation is of the form (qi, q
′′).

Now, observe that πtF (qi) ≤ πtF (q). In addition, since (q, qi) was a violation at t0, it holds that
p̃qi < µp̃qi ≤ p̃q . �us, if (qi, q

′′) is a violation at t, it must be that (q, q′′) was a violation at t0, in
contradiction to q′′ ∈ Q′′.

3. violations of the form (qi, qj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. Observe that there was no violation between

qi and qj at time t0, and that the order between their priorities did not change between t0 and t.
�us, there is no violation between them at t.

4. violations between qi and q, for some index i. Consider that since πtF (q) ≤ πtF (qi), the
violation must be of the form (qi, q). Now, consider that (q, qi) was a violation at t0, and thus

µp̃q > p̃q ≥ (1 + εqi)p̃qi > p̃qi . �us, (qi, q) cannot be a violation at t.

5. violations between q and q′′, for some q′′ ∈ Q′′. Since (q, q′′) was not a violation at t0, and
since πtF (q′′) = πt0F (q′′) and πtF (q) ≤ πt0F (q), we have that (q, q′′) is not a violation at t. It remains

to consider the possible violation (q′′, q).

Now, consider that πtF (q) = πt0F (qm). In addition, since (q, qm) was a violation at t0, it holds that
µp̃qm ≤ p̃q ≤ µp̃q . �us, if (q′′, q) is a violation at t, it must be that (q′′, qm) was a violation at t0,
in contradiction to the fact that all violations at t0 involve q.

Overall, there are no violations at time t.

For ease of notation, we de�ne θ =
⌈
µ2
⌉
.

Proposition B.8. Consider a call to UponJobRelease(q) at time t. For every x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, it holds that

B(x+ θ, t) ≥ B
(
x, t−

)
+ pq

Proof. As in the proofs of Propositions B.6 and B.7 Propositions B.6 and B.8, we denote by t0 the

time immediately a�er q’s insertion into F , and before the possible rotation. Consider that for ev-
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(a) Time t−. (b) Time t0. (c) Time t.

�is �gure visualizes Proposition B.8, where Figures 6a to 6c show the state of the algorithm at times

t−, t0 and t, correspondingly (since no changes occur in bin P , it is omi�ed from the �gure). Observe

that the volume covered by x decreased by pq3 but increased by pq from t0 to t. �e claim in the proof of

Proposition B.8 is that the volume gained by raising the bar by θ (the green volume in the �gure) is at least

pq3 .

Figure 6: Visualization of Proposition B.8

ery q′ ∈ Q(t)\{q} it holds that β(q′, t0) = β(q′, t−), and thus γq′(x, t0) = γq′(x, t
−), which implies

that B(x, t0) ≥ B(x, t−).
If, in addition to the previous observation, it holds that x ≥ πt0F (q), then we have that γq(x, t0) = pq ,
and thus B(x, t0) ≥ B(x, t−) + pq . We thus have that

B(x+ θ, t) ≥ B(x, t) ≥ B(x, t0) ≥ B
(
x, t−

)
+ pq

where the second inequality uses Claim 2 of the proof of Proposition B.6. �is completes the proof for

the case that x ≥ πt0F (q), and we thus assume for the remainder of the proof that x < πt0F (q).
Denote q0 = q, and let q1, · · · , qm be the jobs involved in violations with q at t0 (it is possi-

ble that m = 0 if there are no violations). �e algorithm performs applies the cyclic permutation(
πt0F (qm), · · · , πt0F (q1), π

t0
F (q0)

)
to πt0F to obtain πtF .

As in the proof of Proposition B.6, let i be theminimal index such that πt0F (qi) ≤ x (due to the assumption

that πt0F (q) > x, we have that i > 0). Due to the rotation, the volume covered by x has decreased by

pqi but increased by pq0 . �at is, we have that

B(x, t) ≥ B(x, t0)− pqi + pq0

Now, it remains to show that

B(x+ θ, t) ≥ B(x, t) + pqi (2)

which completes the proof.

We henceforth write q? instead of qi. It holds that x < β(q?, t), and thus γq?(x, t) = 0. If, in addition,

we have that β(q?, t) ≤ x+ θ, then γq?(x+ θ, t) = pq? , which implies Equation (2) and completes the

proof.
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�is �gure visualizes the inductive claim in the proof of Lemma B.10, for some time τ ∈ [0, t]. It shows
the state of the algorithm at τ , placed next to the state of Q∗(t, τ) in the optimal solution at τ . �e claim

is that the total volume covered by θw(Q∗(t, τ)) (the orange volume) is at least the volume of Q∗(t, τ) in
OPT at τ (the cyan volume).

Figure 7: Lemma B.10

Otherwise, we have that x + θ < β(q?, t). �is implies that there exist θ jobs q′1, · · · , q′θ ∈ QF (t),
such that β(q′j , t) = bx + jc for every index 1 ≤ j ≤ θ. Observe that for each index j it holds that
γq′j

(x, t) = 0 and γq′j
(x+ θ, t) = pq′j . �us, it holds that

B(x+ θ, t) ≥ B(x, t) +
θ∑
j=1

pq′j (3)

It holds that πtF (q′j) ≤ πtF (q?) for each index j. Using Proposition B.7, we have

pq′j ≥ p̃q′j ≥
p̃q?

µ
>
pq?

µ2
≥ pq?

θ

Plugging into Equation (3) yields Equation (2), completing the proof.

Proposition B.9. For any x and time t, if B(x, t) is decreasing due to the algorithm’s processing of a job,
then B(x, t) = V (t).

Proof. Suppose that B(x, t) decreased due to the processing of a job q ∈ QP (t) by the algorithm. �is

implies that γq(x, t) > 0, and thus x ≥ β(q, t). But from the choice of job in Process, it holds that

πtP (q) = δP (t), and thus β(q, t) = δP (t). �erefore, for every q′ ∈ QP (t) it holds that γq′(x, t) = yq′(t).
Moreover, since the algorithm maintains that δF (t) ≤ δP (t), for every q′ ∈ QF (t) we also have that

γq′(x, t) = yq′(t).
Overall, we have that B(x, t) = V (t), as required.

Lemma B.10. At any time t it holds that B(θδ∗(t), t) = V (t).
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Proof. For any time τ , let Q∗(τ) be the set of jobs pending in the optimal solution at time τ .
We now �x a time t. Let τ be any time in the range [0, t]. We also de�ne Q∗(t, τ) = Q∗(t) ∩ Q∗(τ)
– i.e. the jobs alive at t which were already released by τ . For ease of notation we write Y ∗(τ) =∑

q∈Q∗(t,τ) y
∗
q (τ).

We prove, by induction on τ , that for every τ ∈ [0, t] it holds that

B(θ · |Q∗(t, τ)|, τ) ≥ Y ∗(τ) (4)

A visualization of the claim in Equation (4) appears in Figure 7.

Clearly, Equation (4) holds for τ = 0, as Y ∗(τ) = 0. Now, we show that no possible event can break the

inequality of Equation (4) as time τ progresses. When considering an event at τ , we denote by τ− the

time immediately before the event. Consider the possible events:

1. A job moves from F to P in the algorithm. Proposition B.5 implies that the le�-hand side of

Equation (4) does not decrease upon this event. Since the right-hand side does not change, the

inequality continues to hold.

2. A job q /∈ Q∗(t) is released. In this case, the right-hand side of Equation (4) remains the same.

Proposition B.6 implies that the le�-hand side does not decrease.

3. A job q ∈ Q∗(t) is released. In this case, the right-hand side of Equation (4) increases by pq , as
Q∗(t, τ−) = Q∗(t, τ) ∪ {q}. Proposition B.8 implies that

B(θ · |Q∗(t, τ)|, τ) = B
(
θ ·
∣∣Q∗(t, τ−)

∣∣+ θ, τ
)
≥ B

(
θ ·
∣∣Q∗(t, τ−)

∣∣, τ−)+ pq

and thus the inequality of Equation (4) continues to hold.

4. A job q ∈ Q(τ) is processed. Proposition B.9 implies that if the le�-hand side decreases as a

result of processing, then B(θ · |Q∗(t, τ)|, τ) = V (τ). Since the algorithm is not lazy (i.e. always

processes a pending job if there exists one), it holds that V (τ) = V ∗(τ) ≥ Y ∗(τ), and thus the

inequality holds.

�e proof of the induction claim is complete. Now observe that choosing τ = t, we have that

|Q∗(t, τ)| = δ∗(t) and that Y ∗(t) = V ∗(t) = V (t). �us, Equation (4) yields that

B(θδ∗(t), t) = V (t)

completing the proof.

Proof of �eorem 4.2. Lemma B.10 implies that at any time t we have B(θδ∗(t), t) = V (t). �is implies

that δF (t) ≤ θδ∗(t); otherwise, there would exist a pending job q ∈ QF (t) such that β(q, t) > θδ∗(t),
the volume of which would not be counted in B(θδ∗(t), t). �e same argument applies to P as well,

yielding that δP (t) ≤ θδ∗(t).
Overall, we get that δ(t) ≤ 2θδ∗(t). Integrating over t completes the proof of the theorem.

B.2 Proof of �eorem 4.3

In the following analysis, we prove �eorem 4.3.

De�nition B.11 (time-dependent variable values). For any time t, we de�ne QF i(t) and QP i(t) to be

the values of the variables QF i and QP i at time t, respectively. We de�ne QAi(t) = QF i(t) ∪ QP i(t),
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Figure 8: Visualization of Covered Volume

which is the set of pending jobs in superbin Ai at time t.
We also de�ne πt

F i and π
t
P i to be the values of the priority-mapping variables π

F i and πP i at time t.

De�nition B.12 (base of a job). For every time t and every job q ∈ QF i(t), we de�ne the base of q at
time t as follows:

X(q, t) =
{
q′ ∈ QF i(t)

∣∣πtF i(q
′) ≤ πtF i(q)

}
For ease of notation, we denote w(X(q, t)) by β(q, t). For every job q ∈ QP i(t), we similarly de�ne

X(q, t) and β(q, t) according to πt
P i .

We now rede�ne the volume covered by a bar x.

De�nition B.13 (Volume covered by bar). For any x ∈ R+ ∪ {0} and time t, and for any job q ∈ Q(t),
we de�ne

γq(x, t) =

{
yq(t) x ≥ β(q, t)

0 otherwise

called the volume of q covered by x at t.
For every superbin index i, we de�ne the total volume covered by x in various bins:

• BF i(x, t) =
∑

q∈QFi (t)
γq(x, t)

• BP i(x, t) =
∑

q∈QPi (t)
γq(x, t)

• BAi(x, t) = BF i(x, t) +BP i(x, t)

• B(x, t) =
∑

iBAi(x, t)

Figure 8 visualizes De�nition B.13, where B(x, t) is the total orange area in the �gure.

For ease of notation, we again de�ne θ =
⌈
(1 + ε)2

⌉
.

Proposition B.14. Upon the release of a job q at time t, and for every x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, it holds that

• B(x, t) ≥ B(x, t−)
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• B(x+ θwq, t) ≥ B(x, t−) + pq

Proof. Let i be such that wq = 2i. �e job q is thus sent to the superbin Ai.
To prove the �rst claim, �rst note that the structure of every superbin Ai

′
for i′ 6= i remains the same

a�er q’s release. �us, we have that BAi′ (x, t) = BAi′ (x, t−). As for the volume covered in Ai, we
know that it does not decrease due to Proposition B.6 (it is easy to verify that this proposition holds

when all weights are scaled up by 2i).
To prove the second item, again note that for every i′ 6= i it holds thatBAi′ (x+ θwq, t) ≥ BAi′ (x, t) =
BAi′ (x, t−). As for the volume covered in Ai, using Proposition B.8 (scaled up by 2i) yields that

BAi(x+ θwq, t) ≥ BAi(x, t−) + pq . �is completes the proof.

Proposition B.15. For any x and time t, if B(x, t) is decreasing due to the algorithm’s processing of a
job, then B(x, t) = V (t).

Proof. Consider the job q being processed, where q ∈ P i for some i. Since γq(x, t) > 0, we have that
x ≥ β(q, t). Since the algorithm processes the job q ∈ QP i(t) such that πt

P i(q) = δP i(t), we have that
β(q, t) = δP i(t) · 2i = w(QP i(t)).
Now, observe that since the algorithm chose superbin Ai for processing, it must be that for every i′ we
have w(QiP (t)) ≥ w(Qi

′
P (t)) ≥ w(Qi

′
F (t)), where the second inequality is since the algorithm moves

jobs from the full bins to the partial bins.

Since x is at least the weight of every bin in the system, it is at least β(q′, t) for every q′ ∈ Q(t), and
thus B(x, t) = V (t).

Lemma B.16. At any time t it holds that B(θ · w(Q∗(t)), t) = V (t).

Proof. �e proof of this lemma is nearly identical to that of Lemma B.10 of Subsection 4.1, but uses the

propositions of this subsection instead.

We now �x a time t. Let τ be any time in the range [0, t]. We again de�ne Q∗(t, τ) and Y ∗(τ) as in the

proof of Lemma B.10.

We prove, by induction on τ , an identical claim to that in the proof of Lemma B.10, which is that for

every τ ∈ [0, t] it holds that
B(θ · |Q∗(t, τ)|, τ) ≥ Y ∗(τ) (5)

�e claim trivially holds for time τ = 0, before any requests were released. We now consider the possible

events which could possibly break the claim as τ progresses, in a similar way to Lemma B.10.

1. A job moves from F to P in the algorithm. Proposition B.5 implies that the le�-hand side of

Equation (5) does not decrease upon this event. Since the right-hand side does not change, the

inequality continues to hold.

2. A job q /∈ Q∗(t) is released. In this case, the right-hand side of Equation (5) remains the same.

�e �rst claim in Proposition B.14 implies that the le�-hand side does not decrease.

3. A job q ∈ Q∗(t) is released. In this case, the right-hand side of Equation (5) increases by pq , as
Q∗(t, τ−) = Q∗(t, τ) ∪ {q}. �e second claim in Proposition B.14 implies that

B(θ · w(Q∗(t, τ)), τ) = B
(
θ · w(Q∗(t, τ−)) + θwq, τ

)
≥ B

(
θ · w(Q∗(t, τ−)), τ−

)
+ pq

and thus the inequality of Equation (5) continues to hold.

4. A job q ∈ Q(τ) is processed. Proposition B.15 implies that if the le�-hand side decreases as a

result of processing, then B(θ · |Q∗(t, τ)|, τ) = V (τ). Since the algorithm is not lazy (i.e. always
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processes a pending job if there exists one), it holds that V (τ) = V ∗(τ) ≥ Y ∗(τ), and thus the

inequality holds.

�e proof of the induction claim is now complete, and choosing τ = t in Equation (5) yields

B(θδ∗(t), t) = V (t)

as required.

Proof of �eorem 4.3. At any time t, the algorithms contains at most dlogW e+ 1 nonempty superbins,

each of which contains two bins (full and partial). From Lemma B.16, at any time t, there does not exist
a pending job q in the algorithm such that β(q, t) > θ · w(Q∗(t)). �us, the total weight in each bin is

at most θ · w(Q∗(t)), and thus 2θ · w(Q∗(t)) for each superbin (which contains two bins). Overall, the

total weight in the system is at most 2θ(dlogW e+ 1)w(Q∗(t)).
Integrating over t thus yields the desired result, which is that the algorithm is O(θ logW ) competitive.

C Lower Bound for Unweighted sppt

In this section, we show a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any algorithm for sppt, even when

the distortion parameter is arbitrarily close to 1. �is lower bound is perhaps somewhat surprising, as one

would hope that as µ approaches 1, one would be able to approximate the optimal SRPT schedule, and

thus approach 1-competitiveness.

�eoremC.1. For any µ > 1, there is no deterministic µ-robust algorithm with competitive ratio less than
2.

Proof. Fix some µ > 1. We assume that µ ≤ 2, as we are interested in the case of µ approaching 1
(clearly if the lower bound holds for small µ, it holds for large µ).
Let λ = µ+1

µ−1 , and letM be an arbitrarily large integer. �e adversary we describe operates inM phases,

numbered fromM − 1 down to 0. Phase i takes λi time units. Observe the following adversary:

1. for i fromM − 1 to 0:

(a) release two jobs of predicted processing time λi.

(b) wait λi time units.

(c) of the two jobs released in this phase, let qi1 be the job processed more by the algorithm

during these λi time units, and let qi2 be the other job. �e adversary sets pqi1
= µλi and

pqi2
= λi.

During phase i, the algorithm has processed job qi1 for at most
λi

2 time, and has processed job qi2 for at
most λi time. �us, both qi1 and q

i
2 have remaining volume of (µ− 1)λi = (µ+ 1)λi−1 at the end of the

phase. Also observe that the total time of phases i− 1 through 0 is at most

∞∑
i′=0

λi−1−i
′

= λi−1 · 1

1− λ−1
= λi−1 · 1− µ

2

And thus, at the end of the last phase, it must be that the remaining processing time for both qi1 and q
i
2

in the algorithm is at least
1−µ
2 λi−1.
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Overall, we have that the algorithm has 2M living jobs at the end of theM phases, each with at least

1−µ
2 λ0 = 1−µ

2 remaining volume. �e optimal solution, on the other hand, has M living jobs, as it

would complete qi2 in each phase i.
Now, a�er theM phases, the adversary would begin the “bombardment”, releasing a job of processing

time x = 1−µ
2 every x time units. �e algorithm would have no option which is be�er than serving the

“bombardment” requests, and the optimal solution would do the same. During the bombardment, the

algorithm has 2M+1 living jobs at any time, and the optimal solution hasM+1. �us, the competitive

ratio tends to
2M+1
M+1 as the bombardment continues. SinceM was chosen arbitrarily, we can letM tend

to∞, and thus the competitive ratio tends to 2.

D Semiclairvoyant Scheduling

In the semiclairvoyant model, we are given the logarithmic class of a job rather than an estimate for its

processing time. �at is, for a job q the algorithm is given `q =
⌊
logρ pq

⌋
and not pq (for a constant ρ > 1).

Clearly, this model can be reduced to the predictionmodel as follows. Upon the arrival of q, de�ne p̃q = ρ`q

and µ = ρ. From the de�nition of class, it is clear that indeed pq ∈ [p̃q, µp̃q).

Denote the semiclairvoyant model with the parameter ρ by SCρ. Applying the theorems of this paper for

sppt, we immediately obtain the �rst results for weighted �ow time in the semiclairvoyant se�ing.

Corollary D.1 (of �eorems 3.1, 3.11 and 4.3). In the SCρ model, there exist:

1. An O(logP )-competitive algorithm (using �eorem 3.1)

2. An O(logD)-competitive algorithm (using �eorem 3.11)

3. An O(logW )-competitive algorithm (using �eorem 4.3)

Note that these results for the semiclairvoyant se�ing match the best known results for the clairvoyant

se�ing, in terms of all three parameters P,D,W .

In addition, we consider the algorithm in Subsection 4.1 for unweighted sppt, and show that for the SCρ

model it obtains an improved competitive ratio, which is 2dρe. In particular, when ρ = 2 this algorithm is

4 competitive, improving upon the 13-competitive algorithm of [6].

D.1 Unweighted Semiclairvoyant Scheduling

We now show the following theorem for the competitiveness of the algorithm of Subsection 4.1 for the

unweighted semiclairvoyant se�ing.

�eorem D.2. In the SCρ model, the competitive ratio of the algorithm of Subsection 4.1 is 2dρe.

Corollary D.3. In the SC2 model (i.e. base-2 classes) the algorithm of Subsection 4.1 is 4-competitive.

As observed before, we have that µ = ρ.

For ease of notation, we de�ne θ′ = dµe = dρe. �e proof of�eoremD.2 is identical to that of�eorem 4.2,

except for replacing Proposition B.8 with the following proposition.

Proposition D.4 (stronger version of Proposition B.8). Consider a call to UponJobRelease(q) at time t.
For every x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, it holds that

B
(
x+ θ′, t

)
≥ B

(
x, t−

)
+ pq
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Proof. �e proof is identical to the proof of Proposition B.8, except for replacing the claim that

B(x+ θ, t) ≥ B(x, t) + pq′

with the stronger claim that

B
(
x+ θ′, t

)
≥ B(x, t) + pq′

with q′ de�ned as in the proof of Proposition B.8.

From the de�nition of q′ in the original proof, it holds that β(q′, t) > x, and thus γq′(x, t) = 0. If

β(q′, t) ≤ x+ θ′, then γq′(x+ θ′, t) = pq′ , and the proof is complete.

Otherwise, it holds that β(q′, t) > x + θ′. Consider the θ′ distinct jobs q1, · · · , qθ′ ∈ QF (t) such

that β(qj , t) = x + j for each index j. Observe that for each index j it holds that γqj (x, t) = 0 and

γqj (x+ θ′, t) = pqj . �us, it holds that

B
(
x+ θ′, t

)
≥ B(x, t) +

θ′∑
j=1

pqj (6)

It holds that πtF (q′) > πtF (qj) for each j. Using Proposition B.7, we have that the state of the algorithm

at time t contains no violations. However, observe that if `qj < `q′ , then we have that

ρp̃qj = ρ · ρ`qj = ρ`qj+1 ≤ ρ`q′ = p̃q′

which is a violation, in contradiction to Proposition B.7. �us, for every j it holds that `qj ≥ `q , and

thus pqj ≥ p̃qj ≥ ρ
`qj ≥ ρ`q′ ≥ pq′

ρ ≥
pq′
θ′ .

Plugging into Equation (6), we get

B
(
x+ θ′, t

)
≥ B(x, t) + pq′

completing the proof.

�is completes the proof of �eorem D.2.

E Proof of �eorem 3.11

�is section proves �eorem 3.11.

Observe that the maximum ratio of estimated densities (i.e.
wq

p̃q
) with respect to the original weight (before

rounding) is at most µD. A�er rounding up to powers of λ, which is Θ(µ), we have that the maximum

ratio of densities becomes O(µ2D). Hence, the maximum ratio of estimated ei-density values is also

O(µ2D). We thus de�ne the number of ei-density classes to be Λ′, and observe that Λ′ = O(log(µ2D) =
O(log(µD)).

�e following lemma immediately implies �eorem 3.11, in the same manner in which Lemma 3.4 implied

�eorem 3.1.

Lemma E.1 (analogue of Lemma 3.4). At any point in time t, it holds thatW (t) ≤ O(Λ′µ2) ·W ∗(t).

Proof of Lemma E.1. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we have clw(t) ≤ i∗. De�ne jmin and jmax to
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be the minimum and maximum ei-density classes, respectively. We have

W (t) =

jmax∑
j=jmin

W≤i∗,=j(t)

≤ 2(jmax − jmin + 1)ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) +

jmax∑
j=jmin

2 max

{
0,

∆V≤i∗,≤j(t)

2j

}

≤ 2Λ′ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) +

jmax∑
j=jmin

8µ · uclw(tj)

using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Now, observe that for every ei-density class j
we have clw(tj) ≤ i∗ from Proposition 3.10. �us

W (t) ≤ (8µ+ 2)Λ′ui∗ + 2µW ∗(t) ≤ O(Λ′µ2)W ∗(t)
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